Introduction
Genomics has certainly changed the way that biology is studied, and has had a substantial impact on many other scientific disciplines as well. Life and Earth have had an interdependent history since the early establishment of the biogeochemical cycles in the Archean. Genomic sequences provide historical information that can be correlated with the geological record. Thus, it is not surprising that comparative genomics aids in understanding current findings in geological sciences. Genomics allows us to explain the evolutionary history of an organism by analyzing and comparing the set of shared genes with all respective relatives. Additionally, by examining the genes that are unique to some strains or taxonomic groups, we can make inferences about their ecology. Since molecular biology was initially developed in bacterial model organisms and we have extensive knowledge about the enzymes that participate in different biochemical pathways, inferences and functional predictions can be made about numerous sequenced genes. Moreover, due to the energetic and evolutionary costs of preserving a gene in bacteria, where specialists tend to have small size genomes, unique genes may aid in exploiting a given niche. Using comparative genomics, we have undertaken the study of the diversity, evolutionary relationships, and adaptations of bacteria to the oligotrophic (low nutrient content) conditions of the unique ecosystem of Cuatro Cienegas, Coahuila, Mexico. In this chapter, we review how genomics can be used to describe and understand microbial diversity, evolution, and ecology in different environments as well as the relationship with geological data by analyzing current studies, and our own work as a case study (Fig. 1 ).
Bacterial comparative genomics: Clues to evolution, geological history, and ecology
Since the early 1980's, science has had technology to determine the precise nature of DNA, which is the molecule found in all genomes. The era of genomics began with the sequencing of the first bacterial genome, Haemophilus influenzae, in 1995. The sequencing of complete genomes has since gained speed and precision, and with the costs of this technology continually decreassing, the sequencing of genomes today that contain millions of base pairs of DNA is possible in just a few days. Over 1,800 bacterial genomes have been sequenced to date, with several hundred more currently in progress. More impressively, the very large genomes of several plants and animals, including the human genome with more than 3 billion bases of DNA, have also been completed. In order to understand how particular genomes give rise to different organisms with very different traits, the ability to compare and contrast features of this wide range of genomes is needed. Moreover, an understanding of the evolutionary history and ecology of the organisms for which we have genomes is required. Fig. 1 . Integration of Genetics, Genomics, Evolution, and Ecology. Genomics has had a great impact on Biology, particularly in the areas of Genetics, Ecology, and Evolution. Therefore, none of these areas can be studied separately. For microbial Biology, genomic studies have revealed a plethora of microbes that had eluded previous experimental strategies, which has provided the opportunity to understand their influence on the planet's history and present function in the environment.
www.intechopen.com The 16S rRNA gene sequencing approach has shed light onto the complex relationships amongst bacteria, and has even predicted the existence of new groups when using culturefree approaches. However, today we can go beyond explaining the evolution of a single gene and try to explore entire genome relationships of bacteria. With the development of NGS technologies, the associated costs are falling, and we can now envision a scenario where a small-sized lab is able to sequence the complete genome of a bacterial strain of interest. With whole genome sequencing, it is possible to perform a deep analysis to explain the relationships of every gene in genomes rather than single gene histories. Moreover, we can also explain the history and presence of bacteria by understanding the set of genes shared by all relatives, which can reveal a common evolutionary lineage as well as the genes that are exclusive to particular strains. The later genes, which are unique to certain strains or taxonomic groups, can also give us insight on the capabilities of an organism to exploit a given niche and will therefore provide information on environmental features as well. The numerous genome sequencing projects provide clues for elucidating whole genome relatedness and functions that are exclusive to some groups. On another level of complexity, global scale efforts are conducted to attempt to determine the roles of microbes in the global biogeochemical cycles as well as the discovery and inventory of gene diversity, such as that from the Global Ocean Expedition (Rusch et al. 2007 ). Other projects focus on a deep understanding of the relationships between our body and the microbes with which we live. This project, known as the Human Microbiome Project (Turnbaugh et al. 2007 ), attempts to shed light on the close relationship between humans and our microbes. Another challenging project has to do with the sequencing of at least one representative strain of all of the major bacteria groups, known as the Genomic Encyclopedia of Bacteria and Archaea (GEBA) (Nelson et al. 2010) , and the ambitious Earth Microbiome Project (http://www.earthmicrobiome.org/) will provide a reference framework for conducting comparative genomics and establishing deep relationships amongst microbes. Some research areas, such as population genetics, are transitioning from an understanding of a very limited number of loci to the analysis of whole genome single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in order to understand fine differences between the populations of pathogens and freeliving bacteria. In contrast, other research areas, such as Molecular Biology, have the power to analyze whole genome regulation by sequencing the entire RNA of an organism that is exposed to a specific condition (transcriptomics) and using the results to predict the function of hypothetical genes. The improvement in the performance of computational resources as well as decreasing costs of these technologies has created tremendous analytical power. It is now possible to rent web services, such as cloud computing, and use highly efficient software online to assemble (Chaisson et al. 2004; Miller et al. 2008; Zerbino & Birney 2008) , align (Kurtz et al. 2004) , annotate (Aziz et al. 2008; Van Domselaar et al. 2005) , and compare the more than one thousand bacterial genomes sequenced to date with in-house datasets. In addition, we are now able to democratically access the experimental and analytical tools to dissect both the evolution and functions of microbial life.
Core and accessory genomes and the pan-genome concept
In recent years, several groups have started to make whole genome comparisons of close relative strains, which has led to new and unexpected results for what was supposed to be members of the same bacterial species, based on 16S rRNA gene analysis, DNA-DNA reassociation experiments, and phenotypic traits Reno et al. 2009; Tettelin et al. 2005) . Comparative genomic analysis has revealed that within species with the exact same 16S rRNA gene sequence, differences in gene content can account for ± 30% of the total coding genes in one strain that are not found in their close relatives. To clearly understand this finding, we can make the comparison that if we look at this in percentages, humans are closer to chimpanzees (1% differences in coding genes) than two bacteria isolates causing the same disease. From these observations, the genome of a species is now conceptually split into a core genome, which refers to all of the shared genes between analyzed strains, and the accessory genome, which comprises the strain-specific genes. Core genes are those that are found in all genomes from a given taxonomic group and make up the genes that provide essential functions, such as those for DNA conservation and expression (involved in translation, replication, and transcription) as well as central metabolic pathways. These genes are collectively considered housekeeping genes. Core genes are considered likely components of all isolates of a given species or genus. Since selection at these loci exerts a stabilizing rather than a diversifying influence, variations detected in these genes tend to be neutral, or nearly so, and will accumulate in a consecutive, clock-like manner (see section 9). Thus, these genes should be reliable indicators of evolutionary history. For instance, core 16S rRNA gene sequences are frequently used to reconstruct the phylogenies of microbial species, and metabolic or housekeeping genes are commonly used for genotyping. Accessory genes are those that may or may not be present in a given strain, since they can typically be associated with mobile elements (i. e. phages or transposons), can encode genes for secondary biochemical pathways, or can code for functions that mediate interactions with the environment. However, there are examples of genes that escape detection as core genes because they have been replaced by genes from a different origin (xenologous genes) that serve the same function but cannot be identified by similarity. This is often the case for divergent alleles. In any case, the genes classified as accessory genes are very interesting from an ecological point of view, since the genes in this category would be those that reveal the function of an organism in its environment. In addition, the range of genetic diversity of a species can be discovered in these genes. Pan-genomes, on the other hand, help us to understand the gene repertoire that has yet to be discovered within the group. The pangenome is defined as the sum of the core genome and the accessory genes. Pan-genomes are also classified as open, where in an accumulative plot there is still no plateau, and closed, where all of the expected genes are present in the group and newly discovered genes are just a product of chance regardless of how many new strains are sequenced. Pan-genomes help us determine when other genome dynamics are shaping interesting phenotypes. For example, when comparing strains of the Bacillus cereus-anthracis group (Anderson et al. 2005; Ehling-Schulz et al. 2005; Helgason et al. 2004) , it was found that they were very clonal, and that their central pathogenic traits were the result of horizontal gene transfer in mobile elements. A surprising finding in the many available microbial genomes was the high number of genes that had been acquired by exchange of DNA between microbes. The so-called "horizontal genetic transfer" events, confer a remarkable evolutionary potential to many species. The loss or gain of individual genes or large "genomic islands" accounts for the emergence of several specific metabolic, virulence, or drug resistance phenotypes. In fact, another characteristic of accessory genes is that these are often transferred among bacteria through the aid of phages, plasmids, or by transformation with free DNA. In a population, alleles (variant forms of a gene) may be distributed among the members, and individuals may possess either copy of the gene. These alleles (also called homeoalleles) encode enzymes with identical functions but that may have had a different evolution trajectory, and therefore exhibit differences at the gene level. Individual lineages may exhibit different homeoalleles acquired through horizontal gene transfer, but these homeoalleles may have also been lost from the lineage and replaced by other homeoalleles (reviewed in (Andam & Gogarten 2011) ). Importantly, horizontal gene transfer is responsible for the mosaicism often observed in genomes.
3. Using genes to understand the environment: A case study 3.1 The Cuatro Cienegas Basin: Water in a low phosphorous desert ecosystem The Cuatro Cienegas Basin (CCB) is located in a valley in the central part of the State of Coahuila, Mexico (26°59′N 102°03′W). The Basin is roughly 84 km 2 in area and an average of 740 m above sea level (Fig. 3) . CCB is surrounded by mountains that rise to elevations of approximately 2,500 and 3,000 m. The Geology and Physiography of the region have been thoroughly reviewed in the literature (Minckley 1969) . Ancient geologic history indicates that the CCB was at the very nexus of the separation of Pangea, which created what we now know as the Northern hemisphere 220 million years ago. The CCB became isolated from the sea much later, and the subsequent uplifting of the Sierra Madre Oriental occurred approximately 35 million years. The major geological events of the Eocene epoch in northern Mexico corresponded to the genesis and development of the Sierra Madre Oriental, the foldranges of the Chihuahua-Coahuila and the Gulf coast plain development (Ferrusquía-Villafranca & González-Guzmán 2005) . Both climatically and geographically, the CCB belongs to the Chihuahuan Desert (Schmidt 1979) , which is the second largest desert in North America. The climate is arid, with an average annual precipitation of less than 200 mm, and daytime temperatures in the summer that sometimes exceed 44ºC. Despite the dry climate of the CCB, it harbors an extensive system of springs, streams, and pools. Within the valley, spring water flows on the surface and through subsurface channels in karstified alluvium. The main source for the subterranean water in these systems is old water that was deposited there in the late Pleistocene epoch (Wolaver 2008) . Water in the CCB is thought to be the relict of a shallow sea that existed 35 million years ago. The oasis water contains low levels of NaCl and carbonates, but is rich in sulfates, magnesium, and calcium. Vegetation and fauna in the CCB appear typical of an arid zone. Given the combined conditions of habitat diversity and permanence, as well as the isolation of the basin since historic times, elements of the aquatic fauna have undergone adaptive radiation and speciation that has resulted in many endemic organisms (reviewed in Holsinger & Minckley 1971; Minckley 1969) . The spring-fed ecosystems of the CCB are dominated by microbial mats and living stromatolitic features (see Fig. 3 ) that are supported by an aquatic sulfur cycle and a terrestrial gypsum-based ecology in large parts of the valley. The most striking feature of the CCB ecosystem is the very low levels of phosphorus in both the water and soil, which presents an extreme elemental stoichiometry with regards to phosphorus (900:150:1-15820:157:1 C:N:P ratio, respectively) (Elser 2005 ) when compared to similar environments. Phosphorus is an essential nutrient for multiple cellular processes, including energy and information. However, it is not an abundant element on the planet and can only be obtained from organic detritus or from tectonics and volcanism. Therefore, the availability of phosphorus is a limiting factor for all life forms. Nevertheless, life persevered and the CCB is characterized by a high endemism in all of the domains of life (Minckley 1969; Scanlan et al. 1993 ) despite the fact that phosphorus levels are below the level of detection (0.3 µM). In addition, the extremely oligotrophic waters are unable to sustain algal growth, which has caused the microbial mats to be the base of the food web (Elser 2005) .
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Bacterial genomics of two bacterial isolates from the CCB provide clues for the mechanism of bacterial survival in a highly oligotrophic environment
We have taken different approaches to gain knowledge on the diversity and evolution of microbial communities and to understand how microbes in these communities deal with the oligotrophic conditions in the various water bodies of Cuatro Cienegas. Several microbiological surveys have been carried out, including bacterial isolation and culturing, 16S rRNA gene amplification, genome sequencing, and metagenome sequencing. Characterization of the microbial taxonomic diversity by sequence analysis of the 16S rRNA genes directly from environmental DNA has revealed that nearly half of the phylotypes from the CCB are closely related to bacteria from marine environments (Souza et al. 2006 ). This makes sense, given that the geological history of Cuatro Cienegas suggests that a shallow ocean covered the region and some of the water there is most likely a part of the underground water that feeds different ponds. This has led to the hypothesis that bacteria in the CCB water systems are descendants of marine bacteria from Pre-Cambrian (Souza et al. 2006) . Systematic studies have also been used to describe new species of bacteria using current criteria (Anderson et al. 2005; Cerritos et al. 2008; Ehling-Schulz et al. 2005; Escalante et al. 2009; Helgason et al. 2004) as well as by attempting to apply multivariate analysis and physical-chemical analyses in order to determine special relationships amongst the bacteria (Cerritos et al. 2011) . At the genomic scale, 2 genomes (Alcaraz et al. 2010; Alcaraz et al. 2008 ) and 3 metagenomes (Breitbart et al. 2009; Desnues et al. 2008; Dinsdale et al. 2008 ) had been described, in which genes that allow for adaptation to the oligotrophic environment of Cuatro Cienegas have been identified. Two additional metagenomes from microbial mats and several more microbial genomes are currently under analysis. The entire dataset that is currently available from this area has helped us identify shared features across different microbial communities that deal with the same constraints, including phosphorous limitation, and has helped us understand the genetic strategies that are available to cope with these conditions. However, taxonomy has only provided a single molecular marker approach. In order to gather more evidence on whether bacteria from the CCB could be recent migrants from marine environments or ancient creatures from an old sea, it required more than one gene as a tool. Therefore, we sequenced the whole genome of two isolates: Bacillus coahuilensis Cerritos et al. 2008) and Bacillus sp. isolate m3-13 (Alcaraz et al. 2010 ). On one hand, an analysis of the gene content and metabolic pathways represented by each genome revealed numerous differences (Table 1) , starting with genome size, as B. coahuilensis turned out to have the smallest genome of all sequenced Bacillus spp. (3.65 Mbp) and an incomplete genome in many functions. Another gene family overrepresented in the genomic datasets from Cuatro Cienegas includes genes involved in environment sensing mechanisms. For example, all of the twocomponent (histidine-kinases) as well as the unusual sensitive rhodopsins, such as in the case of B. coahuilensis, were found to be overrepresented, indicating that most of the responses of the bacteria that have had their genomes analyzed are environmentallytriggered when compared to generalist and cosmopolitan organisms, such as B. subtilis. Moreover, these comparisons also showed an underrepresentation of secondary metabolism genes in the genome of B. coahuilensis (Alcaraz et al. 2010; Alcaraz et al. 2008; Desnues et al. 2008) (Fig. 4) . Basic capabilities, such as sulfur utilization, were found to be different between the two isolates. B. coahuilensis appears not to be able to use inorganic sulfur and depends on organic sources for this element, while Bacillus m3-13 is able to use inorganic sulfur. In addition, the two isolates seem to be exposed to different stress, as B. coahuilensis has an alkyl hydroperoxide reductase protein coding gene that can aid with oxidative stress. Moreover, this strain also has several sugar transporters and biosynthesis pathways for sugars that help it deal with osmotic stress, such as trehalose, choline, and betaine uptake as well as betaine biosynthesis, all of which are absent in Bacillus m3-13. In contrast, isolate m3-13 of Bacillus seemed to have a robust metabolism, starting with a complete urea cycle, capacity for taking up inorganic sulfur, and a wide selection of sugar transporters. Theoretically, the m3-13 strain would be able to use chitin, Nacetylglucosamine, maltose, maltodextrin, and sucrose to ferment lactate. It also has genes involved in D-gluconate and ketogluconates metabolism as well as D-ribose utilization. In addition, most of the amino acid biosynthesis pathways are complete. As expected in a place with extreme phosphorous limitation, some notable genetic features of those genomes are related to their ability to utilize phosphonate, which is discussed in the next section.
Fig. 4. Metabolic pathways in Bacillus m3-13 (A) and B. coahuilensis (B)
. A larger genome and more robust metabolism in m3-13 suggest that this is a generalist bacteria. In contrast, metabolism that lacks several reactions, such as those for inorganic sulfur utilization (blue arrow) and an incomplete urea cycle (red arrow), suggest that these bacteria depend on the community. The reduced genome of B. coahuilensis is puzzling for free-living bacteria. These maps were reconstructed from the annotated genome sequences using the KEGG (http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg-bin/srch_orth/html) database.
Strategies of bacteria for dealing with limited phosphorous
Phosphorus is an essential nutrient for multiple processes, such as the synthesis of DNA, RNA, and ATP as well as many other pathways involving phosphorylation (Tetu et al. 2009 ). However, it is not an abundant element on the planet and can only be obtained from organic detritus or from tectonics and volcanism, and therefore the availability is a limiting factor for all life forms. Since the growth rate and primary productivity are highly dependent on phosphorus (Elser & Hamilton 2007; Elser et al. 2006; Zubkov et al. 2007 ), bacteria have different mechanisms for the uptake and storage of phosphates in order to cope with this limitation (Adams et al. 2008; Rusch et al. 2007; Tetu et al. 2009 ). For example, bacteria can use alternative phosphorus sources, use polyphosphates as storage compounds, or employ a highly effective phosphate-recycling mechanism (Fig. 5) . Two major phosphate transport systems are involved: the low affinity phosphate inorganic transport (Pit) system, and the high affinity phosphate specific transport (Pst) system (van Veen, 1997). The uptake and assimilation of organic forms of phosphorus, such as phosphonates, require different transporters. Phosphonates are a class of organophosphorus compounds that are characterized by a chemically stable carbon-to-phosphorus (C-P) bond. Although phosphonates are widespread, only microorganisms are able to cleave this bond. The use of alternative phosphorus sources (phosphonates, phosphites, and hypophosphites) was determined by the presence of the high affinity transporters pnhD and ptxB as well as the C-P lyase genes phnH and htxB (White & Metcalf 2004 ). Some microorganisms have been shown to accumulate relatively large amounts of polyphosphate, which has been hypothesized to have an important role in the response to changes in nutritional status or environmental conditions. Polyphosphate acts as a reservoir of intracellular phosphate, which is a strategy that seems to be particularly important for mobility and the formation of biofilms (Brown & Kornberg 2004) . Amongst the genes induced under phosphorus deprivation are ppA, ppK, and ppX (coding for pyrophosphatase, polyphosphatase kinase, and exopolyphosphatase, respectively), which are involved in polyphosphate metabolism. Finally, extracellular phosphates are recycled by the overexpression of alkaline phosphatases phoA and phoX (Scanlan et al. 1993) . Some bacteria can also utilize phytic acid (inositol hexakisphosphate (IP6)), which is the principal storage form of phosphorus in some plant tissues. 
Phosphourous metabolism in the Bacillus genus
Since a low phosphorus concentration is a feature of the CCB basin, we focused on identifying the mechanisms of the Bacillus genus as a group, and in particular the isolates from the CCB for dealing with phosphorous. Comparative genomics can reveal the diversity of mechanisms employed by the Bacillus strains where the genomes have been sequenced (Fig. 6 ). We observed a great diversity in strategy used by different Bacilli. For instance, Phytases seem to be restricted to the B. subtilis-pumilus group. These genes are a good example of accessory genes and reveal a specific niche for this group of bacteria. However, this same group lacks genes for polyphosphate or phosphonates metabolism. Alkaline phosphatases are widespread in the Bacillus genus. The B. cereus-anthracis-thuringiensis group is very homogeneous and has quite versatile mechanisms for phosphorous usage. Among the CCB isolates, Bacillus m3-13 appears to be able to use phosphonates, but B. coahuilensis cannot, and these isolates have different alkaline phosphatase genes. Most species harbor the high affinity transporter PstS and lack the low affinity transporter Pit, which is present in B. cereus and B. subtilis. Remarkably, only B. coahuilensis has genes for the replacement of cell-membrane phospholipids to sulfolipids (see below). Finally, it has been proposed that genome reduction may be a strategy for reducing phosphorous utilization Desnues et al. 2008) , and B. coahuilensis has the smallest genome among all sequenced Bacilli to date. 
Sulfolipid synthesis in B. coahuilensis
Phospholipids constitute 30% of the total phosphate in most organisms. Interestingly, in plants and cyanobacteria subjected to phosphorous deprivation, phospholipids can be replaced by non-phosphorus lipids (such as sulfo-and galactolipids) to maintain membrane functionality and integrity, and can release phosphorus in order to sustain other cellular processes that require phosphorus (Dormann&Benning 2002 Bacillus spp. from the CCB. Therefore, how do other bacteria strains cope with the limiting phosphorous conditions? As explained above, genomic sequencing of another strain, Bacillus isolate m3-13, showed that it possessed phn genes that code for phosphonate ABC importers, permeases, and a phosphonate lyase. We hypothesize that this strain may use these genes to take up and assimilate phosphonates. Importantly, both strategies seem to be used by bacteria from the Cuatro Cienegas as well as by marine bacteria (Fig. 6 ).
Mobile genes involved in phosphorous uptake
As discussed above, growth rate and primary productivity are highly dependent on phosphorus, and bacteria have different mechanisms for the uptake and storage of phosphates in order to cope with this limitation. The sulfoquinovose synthesis operon is absent in all other known Bacillus spp. genomes. The B. coahuilensis genes are closely related to cyanobacterial sqd1 and sqdX, and the operon arrangement is identical to that in Synechococcus sp. PC7942, where these genes participate in the synthesis of sulfolipids (Benning 1998) . This finding suggests that the adaptation of B. coahuilensis to the extremely low phosphorous concentration of the CCB may have included the acquisition of these genes through horizontal gene transfer . Another example of horizontal gene transfer involves genes of the pho regulon. The high affinity phosphate transport system (pst) is thought to be responsible for phosphate uptake under nutrient stress (Qi et al. 1997; Adams et al. 2008) . Pst is a typical ABC transport system. Unlike the model bacteria Escherichia coli or B. subtilis, bacteria from the CCB as well as sequenced marine Bacillus lack the low affinity phosphate uptake system and must rely solely on the high affinity transport system. We found two types of operon architectures that harbor the pst gene and evaluated their phylogenetic congruity with housekeeping genes. We found high divergence of the two types of pst-operons in Firmicutes and incongruence with species phylogeny. In contrast to what was expected, the pst operon of marine Bacillus is not monophyletic, even though marine and the CCB Bacilli are resolved as a monophyletic group in the core-gene reconstruction. Therefore, the heterogeneous distribution of the different types of the pst operon among closely related species suggests horizontal gene transfer (Moreno-Letelier et al. 2011).
Carotenes and gene transfer of bacteriorhodopsin: A good combination in a high-radiation environment
B. coahuilensis has a gene encoding Bacteriorhodopsin, which is a situation similar to the abundance of BR genes in marine environmental samples, and suggests an additional adaptation of marine bacteria in the CCB. The phylogeny of B. coahuilensis sensory BR showed that its closest relative is the Anabaena sp. PCC7120 rhodopsin. Evidence for horizontal gene transfer of rhodopsins has recently been obtained from whole genome sequencing and metagenomic projects, and is now thought to be a frequent event in marine bacteria in the photic zone and extreme saline environments. The retinal chromophore of rhodopsin is synthesized as a cleavage product of carotenoids; thus, the combination of carotenoid synthesis and rhodopsin genes has been suggested to be sufficient for rhodopsin function (Frigaard et al. 2006 ). The genome of B. coahuilensis also contains genes encoding crtB (phytoene synthase) and crtICA2 (phytoene dehydrogenases) that could be involved in retinal biosynthesis. The high radiation exposure that is prevalent in shallow waters of the CCB could explain the selection pressure responsible for the maintenance and constitutive expression of the bsr gene.
Core and pan-genome of the Bacillus genus
In order to understand the cohesion of the Bacillus genus at the genomic level, we used the core and pan-genomes as the working units and took advantage of the large dataset available. We have analyzed the genes comprising the core genome of the Bacillus genus. The core genome of the Bacillus spp. that was analyzed (see phylogeny in Fig. 6 ) contained 814 genes. After annotating each gene in the genome of the two isolates, it was possible to classify and assign the different genes to specific functional categories and reconstruct and compare their metabolic pathways. Figure 7 shows the drawing of a metabolic map representation of the Bacillus pan-genome and Bacillus core genome obtained with the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes. Using the pan-genome, we are able to understand the variation in functions across a cosmopolitan genus that can survive under harsh conditions, such as the bottom of the sea, hydrothermal vents, hypersaline environments, or even simply the hosts, as is the case for pathogens. The average gene content for the Bacillus genus was 4,973 ± 923 and the total pan-genome involved a around 75,000 genes clustered in 19,043 gene families. This is a very large number if we consider that the most recent predictions show that the human genome harbors 20,000 genes (Nelson et al. 2011) . From these analyses, it is evident that a vast repertoire of functions is encoded in the Bacillus genus, and helps to explain the versatility of these bacteria for living and surviving in harsh conditions.
The sporulation core and accessory genes
The core genome sequence can help to identify and understand relevant, conserved genes for a trait of an entire group, and we therefore analyzed sporulation (Alcaraz et al. 2010) , as the Bacillus is a group that is defined as endospore-forming genus. To obtain insight into the biology of this group, we described the relatedness within Bacillus using whole genome information to reconstruct their evolutionary history by taking advantage of the dataset available from the complete and draft genomes of 20 Bacilli isolated from a wide range of environments. Nucleotide metabolism, cell motility, and secretion showed little variability. In contrast, the features that were highly represented within the genomes and varied the most among the different genes were related to repair and transcription. Secondary metabolism, as expected, also exhibited variation among the taxonomic groups. Figure 7 shows a comparison between the functions defined by the core genome versus those defined by the pan-genome. The latter, which covers numerous metabolic pathways and reflects the potential of the whole group, explains why this is a cosmopolitan bacterial genus with the capability of colonizing diverse niches. The metabolic map of the core genome, which is represented by all of the conserved genes among the sequenced Bacillus genomes, reflects the basic housekeeping functions of these genera. The apparent absence of some enzymatic pathways that can be considered essential may be explained by the replacement of genes coding these capacities with xenologous genes. These maps were reconstructed from the annotated genome sequences using the KEGG (http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg-bin/srch_orth/html) database.
When analyzing the core genome for genes involved in sporulation, we found that less than 52 of the 200 genes were conserved across 20 other Bacillus genomes. These genes are known to be essential for completion of the sporulation process in B. subtilis, but the fact that only a quarter of them are present in the other strains suggests the adaptability of genes for the same process, and particularly for the signaling circuit that responds to diverse environmental cues. Our study also identified the variable genes involved in general metabolism and allowed for the clustering of genes that made sense of their evolution and ecology. The "accessory" sporulation genes are strain-specific and reflect the genomic flexibility of the group that allows Bacillus to colonize different environments that require different sensors to trigger the developmental response of the bacteria. This comparative strategy allows for the identification of the variable genes involved in the process and allows for the clustering of groups on the basis of their evolution and ecology.
Genomics in the aid of phylogeny
The use of the whole core genome to reconstruct the group's phylogeny helped us understand the evolutionary relationships (Alcaraz et al. 2010) (Fig. 6 ). As stated above, the core genome is thought to be faithful to the evolutionary history of the analyzed strains, and thus many individual genes' phylogenies are dissected to determine which can be used to define a natural group. Some other studies have analyzed what genes are necessary for a strain to be considered part of the same genus. For example, the cosmopolitan groups are either pathogenic, free-living, or extremophiles, such as Pseudomonas (Sarkar & Guttman 2004) and Bacillus (Alcaraz et al. 2010) . Although the 16S rRNA gene has been traditionally used to draw a phylogeny, the resolution is often lost when working within a genus. Many genes can be concatenated and used to build a phylogeny. In fact, all genes shared by different genomes can be used to reconstruct a phylogeny; in the case of Bacillus, we used the 814 genes that constitute the core genome to build a Bacillus phylogeny. Most of these genes code for the expected housekeeping genes involved in basic cellular functions, as explained above, which fall into the traditional markers for phylogeny. However, we also included hypothetical conserved genes as well as nontraditional categories, such as genes involved in metabolism and transport mechanisms. The use of the whole core genome to reconstruct a group's phylogeny resolves the evolutionary relationships using the most available information. However, there are drawbacks of a low number of representatives of a given genus and the constant release of new genomes, which will eventually help fill in the gaps in the phylogenetic diversity and will help to understand which genes define a group.
Molecular clock
Traditionally, it has been difficult to set absolute dates for diversification of lineage events throughout Earth's history. Before DNA sequencing became widely available, the ages of divergence of the major groups of organisms depended solely on fossil information. Since the fossil record is incomplete, the history of lineages that lacked a rich fossil record, such as bacteria, could not be reconstructed (Kuo & Ochman 2009) . When the first amino acid sequences of proteins were analyzed, they seemed to change in a rather constant fashion, which led to the hypothesis that a molecular clock existed in protein evolution. Therefore, molecular dating is based on the assumption that if most variation is neutral, then mutations will become fixed in a lineage at a constant rate that is equal to the mutation rate (Bromham & Penny 2003) . One direct consequence of the evolution of a sequence at a rate that is relatively constant is that the genetic difference between any two species is proportional to the time that passed since the species last shared a common ancestor. If the molecular clock hypothesis holds true, it serves as an extremely useful method for estimating evolutionary timescales. This is of particular value when studying organisms such as bacteria, which have left few traces of their biological history in the fossil record. Phylogenetic trees can be reconstructed that shed light onto the Earth's past. A calibration point is needed to obtain an absolute estimate of the age of a clade, and this can be set by using a known date of divergence, such as fossil information and samples from historical sources as well as paleontological, geological, atmospheric, and climatologic records. Based on that calibration point, the absolute date of a divergence can be estimated based on the number of mutations or substitutions (k) per total length of the sequence (n) per unit of time (Fig. 8) , and can then be extrapolated to other parts of the phylogeny (Li 1997) . This entire methodology assumes that the rates are equal in all branches of a phylogeny, which is not always the case (Ayala 1999) . To deal with rate heterogeneity, several methods have been developed in the past few years that make molecular dating more accurate (Drummond & Rambaut 2007) .
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Geological evidence suggests that the CCB was a shallow marine environment for most of Earth's history, and when CCB became isolated due to the uplift of the Coahuila block, the bacteria that remained became relics of the diversity from the ancient sea. Thus, the high diversity of CCB would be a product of two things: the diversity already present at the time of isolation, and the new community assemblages that arose in this unique aquatic environment Souza et al. 2006) . Firmicutes, an abundant and widespread genera within CCB (Alcaraz et al. 2010; Alcaraz et al. 2008; Cerritos et al. 2011; Moreno-Letelier et al. 2011; Souza et al. 2006) are the focal group of our studies, in part because there are several endemic species within the site, and because the whole genome has been sequenced for both Exiguobacterium and Bacillus isolates (Bacillus coahuilensis m4-4 ; Bacillus sp. m3-13 (Alcaraz et al. 2010) ; and several unpublished data (from drafts Bacillus sp. p15.4, Exiguobacterium EPVM and 11-28). We have reconstructed the phylogenetic relationships and estimated the divergence times of aerobic Firmicutes from CCB and other similar habitats, in order to determine whether the diversity of the basin is a product of a recent adaptive radiation or the bacteria that remained became relics of the diversity we observe today. For our phylogenetic studies, calibration points were obtained from geologic events. The maximum age of the tree can not exceed the estimate of the origin of life on Earth, which is estimated to be approximately 4000 million years ago (Nisbet & Sleep 2001) . The node of aerobic Firmicutes is set to have an age of 2300 Ma, the date of the Great Oxidation Event (Battistuzzi et al. 2004; Papineau 2010) . CCB bacteria and their sister species were also constrained to have a minimum age of 35 Ma in the case of CCB bacteria and marine bacteria. This age corresponds to the final retreat of the Western Interior Seaway and the uplift of the Sierra Madre Oriental that finally isolated Cuatro Cienegas from the ocean (Ferrusquía-Villafranca & González-Guzmán 2005). Our results showed that the diversity of Firmicutes in Cuatro Cienegas is not the product of a recent adaptive radiation. We suggest instead that ancient lineages became isolated and continued their own evolutionary path. This is especially true for the representatives of Bacillus, where the different taxa have diverged form their sister species at different times (Moreno-Letelier et al, under review). Overall, the Cuatro Cienegas Basin reinforces its geological importance since it is a refuge of ancient bacterial lineages, with traits that are relicts of old times, in some cases even from Precambrian times, and others that have arisen in order to survive in this endangered, extreme, and unique environment. Table 2 . Remaining questions on the CCB microbial diversity and evolution, and the genomic approaches to address them.
Questions Experimental strategies

Future directions
The current approaches that combine genomics, transcriptomics, metagenomics, and proteomics together with classical microbiology will continue to contribute to our understanding of microbial activity and strategies for cell survival and growth of bacteria in oligotrophic ecosystems. Additional explorations of the diversity of the bacteria in these ponds using taxon specific oligonucleotides will allow us to determine whether we've actually reached an understanding of diversity with more general approaches, or if some taxons were missed due to the bias of DNA isolation techniques and PCR amplification of 16S rRNA genes with universal primers. Once we confidently identify the members of a community, a future challenge will be to understand the rules of assembly for the organisms within it, including the role of history, competition (for nutrients or antagonic), and migration. In particular, transcriptomics will help us go beyond the identification of the genetic potential of the organisms afforded by the metagenomic approach and will allow us to actually look at the expression of such genes. The presence of specific mRNAs will be the actual reflection of what the microorganisms are sensing from the environment and how they are responding to them. This will be particularly fruitful once we have full genome information for many of the CCB bacterial isolates, since we will be able to assign mRNAs to specific taxons in the communities.
Conclusion
The application of genomic approaches to living systems uncovers the genetic bases of functional variation in nature. The revolution in high-throughput DNA sequencing and gene expression technologies has redefined the notion of a 'model' organism. The interrogation of genomes from animals, plants, microbes, or communities of organisms can identify genetic markers of processes at any scale: ecological, physiological, developmental, transcriptional, and others. Challenges lie ahead in the full interpretation of these datasets as well as understanding the connections between the gene information and the metadata of each particular environment. This will require interdisciplinary work between ecologists, microbial geneticists, biogeochemists, and computational biologists.
